COACHES AGREEMENT
PLEASE READ, SIGN, AND SHARE WITH COACHES, ATHLETES, AND PARENTS IN YOUR GYM.
Redline is committed to hosting professional events. In order for our company to accomplish this commitment, we must
hold our staff, athletes, coaches, and parents to a high level of expectation. The following guidelines we have set forth are
to ensure we have a professional, positive and successful event for everyone involved.
No socializing with judges at all the night prior to or the day of the competition. Upon the completion of the event you
may resume communication with judges. Failure to abide by this could result in your teams disqualification from the
event.
All scoring issues must be discussed at the event. No scoring issues will be discussed the following days after an event.
Scores will vary from competition to competition due to the comparative scoring system set forth by the Unified Scoring
System.
Gym owners, coaches, athletes, and parents are expected to refrain from using vulgarities, profanity, and should maintain
professional communication when dealing with the event producers, staff, judges, and other programs competing at the
event.
Procedures for contesting scores:
No gym owners, coaches, athletes, or parents may approach the judges table at anytime during the event.
We will only discuss your teams scores. We will not discuss other program's routines or scores. Furthermore you may
not contest scoring, deductions, or legalities of programs you are not directly associated with.
1. Only one person from each gym per team can contest score sheets. Scoresheets must be contested within 30 minutes
of picking up the scoresheets.
2. The designated representative must come to registration table and fill out a Contest Form that will be taken to the head
judge for review and must pay a $100.00 deposit. Upon final ruling from the head judge or deduction judge, the
$100.00 will be returned if a judging error occured. If no error was found on Redline's behalf, Redline will keep the
$100.00. The registration area cannot discuss scoring or performance due to the fact that they are not qualified to do
so.
3. Coaches will only be able to contest DIFFICULTY scores and DEDUCTIONS.
*DIFFICULTY may only be contested if you are not in the range your team should be.
*DEDUCTIONS: If you choose to contest your deductions, the deductions judge will review the ENTIRE ROUTINE and
will correct all deductions including deductions that were not caught during the initial scoring.
We will not discuss any technique or creativity scores due to the fact that are derived subjectively.
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